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About DeNovo

DeNovo is a platform to aid in understanding how disruption affects 
business strategy and what actions to take. DeNovo cuts through the FinTech 
noise to deliver proprietary content, insights, and research married with 
access to your dedicated DeNovo team of subject matter experts to help you 
design better business strategies built on innovation.

Our real-time content and analysis is developed and maintained by more 
than 60 subject matter experts, a dedicated team of research analysts, and 
contributions from more than 2,000 members of PwC’s financial services 
practice around the globe.

A DeNovo subscription includes access to our subject matter experts,  
which means you can request Strategy on Demand services (SoDs)— 
research assignments that answer your strategic business questions. You also 
may request Company Assessment and Analysis (A&A) reports when you 
need in-depth information about specific companies. 

DeNovo covers innovation across five major industries:

Banking services. Auto �nance, cash and treasury management, commercial 
real estate, deposit products, personal credit, other wholesale lending, residential 
real estate, small and medium-sized banking, small and medium-sized lending, 
student lending.

Capital markets. Advisory services, alternative investment exchanges, 
custody and asset servicing, interdealer brokers, market exchanges, market utilities, 
origination, sales and trading, trading and execution.

Insurance. Auto insurance, commercial insurance, employee bene�ts, 
individual life and accidental & health, personal coverage (nonauto), reinsurance, 
retirement savings bene�ts.

Investment and wealth management. Hedge funds and funds 
of funds, private banking, private equity and venture capital, retail wealth and 
brokerage services, traditional funds.

Transaction and payment services. Card issuing and processing, 
funds transfer, remittance and bill pay, merchant acquiring and processing, payment 
networks, point-of-sale and online checkout solutions.
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Executive summary

Trending now

Banks are seeing a fundamental change in the way consumers  
use core systems, and this is a strong reason for banks to consider 
public cloud environments. An underappreciated by-product of FinTech is 
the way new competition is reshaping consumers’ use of financial services 
and the competitive disadvantage many financial institutions face when 
relying on legacy core systems. Financial services firms need to evolve and 
innovate beyond just responding to new forms of competition, and a more 
flexible cloud infrastructure provides this opportunity.

Migration to a public cloud infrastructure also carries the promise of lower 
costs. Following years of expense reduction activities, additional head count 
and cost reductions will be more difficult to achieve and now pose a risk in 
negatively impacting future growth — per capita productivity is 57 percent 
higher than in 2000 and is now at peak levels. Public cloud infrastructure 
provides an alternative means to lower costs — even if over a multiyear time 
frame — along with new opportunities for innovation, which are major reasons 
financial institutions should pursue a fundamental shift in their IT strategy. 

Financial institutions must consider this action in order to keep pace with 
changing consumer expectations, as well as with emerging FinTech, or 
“cloud-native,” competition. An “all in” approach, as opposed to piecemeal 
migration, is needed to achieve the promised expense reductions. Migration 
of core processes to public cloud platforms will increasingly be considered a 
mainstream approach, and C-level executives and board members who do 
not challenge their senior IT management to consider these alternative 
strategies will arguably be failing in their responsibilities to shareholders 
and consumers.

A look ahead

We view the advent of autonomous vehicles as a unique industry-wide 
shift that will reshape business models and markets for automakers 
and related industries. Industry disruption often transpires due to change 
across several interacting factors rather than a sudden change from a 
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singular source — the auto industry is currently following this exact path 
and will likely see massive change. 

Beyond the evolution in vehicle operation, safety will exponentially 
increase, auto insurance premiums will decline, and the financial cost of 
transportation will fall. Entire markets — across both auto manufacturers 
and insurers — will see structural change as premiums shift to 
manufacturers (from insurers) and insurance is sold in captive-like solutions 
with the vehicle itself. 

Early movers in the insurance field should anticipate the pending pressure 
on traditional auto premium revenue and identify the next opportunity  
(e.g., cyber, shared services) where risk is not yet well understood, and 
where new forms of insurance will be in demand.

Horizontal look

We look at the evolution of digital identity solutions from the confluence 
of emerging distributed-ledger technology, use of open application program 
interfaces, and developing interest by individuals to control their own 
personal identity. Changing views toward identity — by consumers, 
industry, and regulators — may also bring an overhaul to digital identity 
approaches and enable financial institutions to decouple commodity-like 
regulatory costs from internal operations.
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Trending now: 

Banks head for the public cloud 
for reasons other than expected
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Banks are seeing a fundamental change in the way consumers 
use core systems, and this is arguably the strongest factor 
leading banks to migrate to public cloud environments. 

Financial services firms that want to remain competitive with emerging 
FinTech, or “cloud-native,” competition need to have a clear understanding 
of why this changing consumer behavior requires a strategy inclusive of a 
public cloud infrastructure.

The cloud’s benefits, which include a lower-cost environment, infinite 
computing scalability, and agile innovation, all are well known and obvious 
considerations when assessing a migration of core processes. But perhaps the 
biggest — and underappreciated — factors are how FinTech is reshaping 
consumers’ use of financial services and the competitive disadvantage  
created by legacy core systems at many financial institutions. Financial services 
firms need to evolve and innovate beyond just responding to new forms of 
competition, and a more flexible cloud infrastructure provides this opportunity.

The migration to the public cloud:  
The industry’s response to FinTech

Every vertical of core financial services is challenged by consumer-
centric — and often nontraditional — financial market participants.  
First movers have effectively developed intuitive front-end consumer 
engagement tools (i.e., applications) that have created new channels for 
consumer acquisition and then either (1) partitioned the core capital- 
intensive functions to partner banks or third-party market participants  
(e.g., marketplace lending) or (2) replaced high-cost manual functions with 
lower-cost automation, as seen with automated wealth management. 

These early alternative FinTech providers have been able to build established 
companies quickly in part by evading the most capital-intensive and 
regulated aspects of the financial services business. The declining cost of 
technology also has enabled these technology-first companies to enter new 
markets and evolve rapidly.

In response, banks will need to migrate core bank processes to  
the cloud. All financial services firms will evaluate a move to a public cloud 
infrastructure as a “when, not if” part of IT strategy. This will be a phased 
migration and ultimately will be influenced by the consumer. FinTech has 
been an accommodating channel to reshape consumer expectations within 
financial services, and to keep pace, many traditional banks are moving 
consumer-facing and engagement systems to the cloud. Most public-facing 
banking apps and CRM systems either are hosted by third-party providers or 
are run on hybrid cloud environments. 

However, if financial services firms limit innovation to these front-end 
consumer engagement applications, they will fail to adequately 
respond. The full promise of digital banking involves core operations, 
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which today remain on legacy systems. It is in these operations that the 
structural competitive advantage rests with traditional financial services 
firms. A migration of these services to a public cloud infrastructure enables 
financial services firms to (1) combat the speed at which smaller, newer 
entrants can move and (2) establish consistency for the purpose of 
partnering with or acquiring FinTech companies that are fully assembled  
on a public cloud.

The redesign of the “FinTech front-end” while core back-end 
components of financial services remain on legacy systems has created 
a significant mismatch in the ability of banks to satisfy consumer 
expectations. Core bank systems were designed largely for controlled and 
expected queries and transactions by customer service representatives, bank 
tellers, and bank personnel who interact with these systems in a fairly 
predictable manner. The redesign of the front-end application has entirely 
negated this operating assumption. 

Consumers now check individual transaction activity several times 
throughout the day and often request real-time information from batch-
oriented systems. In general, this places significant strain on systems due  
to the exponential increase in simultaneous activity beyond what the core 
system was designed for. This, arguably more than any other factor, will 
restrain the ability of banks to innovate quickly until core processes are 
migrated to modern systems — namely, the public cloud.

This need to migrate is supported by advancement  
across all the “knowns”

We believe migrating to a public cloud is critical to achieving the innovation 
necessary to appease consumer expectations. The compelling “known” 
reasons to migrate to the cloud include the benefits of infinite computing 
and storage scalability, business agility, and lower cost. However, the 
overriding gating factors to adoption, including an uncertain regulatory 
stance, security concerns, and areas such as data movement and operational 
visibility, are also all now being addressed.

• Regulatory comfort. The regulatory position on the use of public versus 
private versus hybrid infrastructure is that regulators will not oppose 
third-party cloud environments provided they adhere to current security 
measures, data privacy, access control measures, etc. Both the Office of  
the Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal Financial Institutions 
Examination Council have released statements that focus on due diligence 
on technology providers for cloud-based processes.1 Given the now slow 
trickle of precedent examples of public cloud adoption, it is increasingly 
clear the regulatory posture is changing to be more accommodating.

In the U.K., the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) finalized its guidance 
for use of public cloud providers in July 2016.2 The ruling expresses no 
objection to third-party public cloud providers on condition that cloud 

The full promise 
of digital 
banking involves 
core operations.
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services are implemented in as consistent a manner as any on-premises 
infrastructure and that financial services firms, rather than the third-
party provider, retain all regulatory responsibility. The latest ruling is 
aligned with the FCA’s Project Innovate, which has been supportive of 
innovation in the financial services industry. 

• Security enhancements. Public cloud providers have addressed security 
shortcomings to enable banks to truly consider a hosted environment for 
core processes. For example, financial institutions now can handle 
ownership and management of encryption keys. In select earlier 
instances, the cloud provider maintained the encryption key, which 
simply prevented banks from migrating customer data to the cloud. In 
the event the cloud provider was subpoenaed, the bank would not have 
independent control of its data, which was a gating factor.

Further, attitudes have changed regarding cybersecurity strategy to the 
extent that financial institutions are now more willing to consider a 
public cloud. Many organizations are reevaluating strategies that 
included a perimeter and/or signature-based defense model and now 
acknowledge that a breach will eventually occur. 

This mind-set change has altered security strategy to include analytics-
based security, rapid detection, and incident response. Acknowledgment 
that a breach will occur — and the nature of a distributed denial of 
service (DDoS) attack — also lends itself to a public cloud environment, 
which can provide additional security, disaster recovery, and infinite 
computing resources in an effort to thwart or absorb a DDoS-type attack 
while a response is investigated.

• Industry standards. The support of open standards is also alleviating 
concerns about moving core systems to the cloud. Industry standards that 
are supported by both financial services and technology firms are 
contributing to the design of public cloud infrastructure and are in effect 
lowering the cost. Seamless and uniform methods for data movement 
and computing are also factors that are cooperatively being discussed. 

Projects such as Open Compute, which aims to standardize hardware 
components (servers, network, and storage equipment) in data centers, 
have gained momentum and can enable heterogeneous environments 
partly in an effort to mitigate concerns of vendor lock-in. 

The Open Container Initiative has also had a significant impact on the 
public cloud and is essentially now accepted as an industry standard. 
Standards-based application portability via containers is a critical 
enabling factor for data movement and also enables consistent 
performance across different public cloud environments. This provides 
visibility to predictable performance, which is critical for organizations 
when considering a third-party environment.

Attitudes
have changed
regarding
cybersecurity
strategy.
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Financial services firms need to consider more cloud-driven core processes. 
Opportunities for future growth and competition from emerging business 
models are beginning to outweigh the historical regulatory and security 
concerns now being addressed. Banks clearly face an arduous task and need 
to create a modernized system that can more nimbly navigate the oncoming 
challenges, which include operationally efficient, consumer-centric 
innovators that have learned to harness seamless real-time data integration. 
Unfortunately, only 20 percent of bank executives believe that their 
organizations are well prepared to address fundamental transformations 
within the industry.3

Each of the core banking product lines is facing pressure 

Aside from internal operations, core banking has three distinct areas: 
deposit products, loan originations, and payments. Each of these segments  
is significant in size and faces revenue pressure from FinTech companies  
(in addition to capital constraints and regulation).

Emerging companies such as Corezoid, Nymbus, and Mambu each seek to 
address multiple aspects of banking to help banks transition core processes 
to a hosted cloud environment. Other vendors have been more prescriptive 
and target a specific pain point, such as Akouba and nCino in loan 
origination and processing. It is even possible to construct a more efficient 
bank from a patchwork of innovation, such as those developed by German-
based N26 and London-based Monzo. Many of these innovations have been 

Source: Federal Reserve; 
the Nilson Report

Exhibit 1
Traditional banking revenue sources affected by FinTech

Deposits

$11.3 billion

Loan originations

$7.3 billion

Payments

$5.5 billion
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enabled by cloud-based solutions that (1) provide a bespoke experience to 
address consumer needs in a real-time, mobile-accessible environment and 
(2) provide the ability to handle the scale of thousands or millions of 
simultaneous requests, which is a limitation of current systems.

The staid position of banks, which was often protected by onerous 
regulatory standards, is finding itself challenged. Emerging companies are 
better addressing customer demands in ways that incumbents did not seem 
to need in the past. In response, banks increasingly will need to consider 
moving aspects of core functions to the cloud in order to leverage a 
platform that will better enable a more flexible new product and/or service 
delivery and reallocate maintenance-based costs toward innovation 
reinvestment.

Lending
Auxmoney

China Rapid Finance
CommonBond

Dianrong
Lending Club

Payoff
Prosper

RateSetter
SoFi

Upstart
Zopa

Deposits
Digit

Moven
Qapital
Simple

SmartyPig
Starling Bank

Specialists
Monzo

N26

Payments
Adyen
Circle

Coinbase
Klarna

MobiKwik
Mozido

Ping Identity
Ripple
Stripe

TransferWise

SaaS platform providers
Corezoid, Mambu, Misys, nCino, Nymbus

Traditional infrastructure
Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure, Oracle, Rackspace

Source: Strategy& analysis

Exhibit 2
How innovators are positioned across the different aspects of core banking
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• Deposit products — incumbent competitive advantage is at risk.

Deposit products, including checking accounts, savings accounts, and 
transaction accounts, traditionally have been a core banking function 
that has remained a competitive advantage for incumbents. This, too,  
is beginning to change. 

Online-based banks, such as Bank of Internet USA (BofI) and Synchrony 
Financial (SYF), have proven effective in providing the funding 
advantages of a traditional bank model without the burden of retail 
infrastructure costs, while exhibiting best-in-class efficiency ratios. BofI 
reported a fiscal year 2016 efficiency ratio of 34.5 percent, while SYF 
reported an efficiency ratio of 29.5 percent (six months ended June 
20164), compared with healthy historical rates of 55 to 60 percent for 
traditional banks. 

FinTech startups are beginning to take this one step further. Monzo 
officially established the first cloud-native bank on Amazon Web  
Services in mid-2016 and received a restricted banking license to operate 
in the United Kingdom. Although banks have tried to provide siloed 
improvements, such as allowing for real-time balance and transaction 
information, this is far from being both universal and innovative. 

For instance, Deposit Solutions addresses this need by providing  
the infrastructure for cross-border retail deposits and funding.5 In  
an environment in which European savings accounts may be losing 
billions of euros a year due to negative yields, the traditional method of 
holding one savings account at one bank is being challenged by FinTech 
solutions.6 Connecting to or re-creating the deposit space will continue to 
grow, with companies such as Digit, Qapital, SmartyPig, and Starling 
Bank aiming to disrupt the status quo.

Simple, the Oregon-based online-only bank, is another example of a bank 
treading on the revenues generated from customer deposits. According  
to a study by SNL Financial and CNNMoney, ATM fees generated US$6 
billion in profits for the three largest banks in the U.S. (J.P. Morgan, Bank 
of America, and Wells Fargo).7 According to the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau, consumer overdraft and nonsufficient funds fees were 
8.0 percent of net income as the mean among 594 banks.8

Because of increased transparency surrounding the various costs of brick-
and-mortar banks, solutions such as Simple, which requires no minimum 
balance and charges no overdraft or ATM fees, are finding a positive 
reception. To sustain its business model, Simple utilizes other traditional 
revenue-generating sources such as interest and interchange fees, which 
do not impact the consumer.9 By utilizing the existing infrastructure, 
Simple’s users are able to find fee-less ATMs at many common retail 
locations, although ATMs owned by financial institutions and others may 
charge their own fees.10

Disrupters 
will continue 
to connect or 
re-create the 
deposit space. 
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Furthermore, because these solutions were largely built from the ground 
up on public cloud infrastructure, often with open source software, they 
easily interoperate with other similarly architected solutions. For 
incumbent financial services firms that intend to leverage these 
capabilities via strategic relationships or acquisition, they not only will 
need to gain comfort with integration within a public cloud environment, 
but also will be required to retain all regulatory ownership such as 
operational risk, security assessment, and continuity planning, regardless 
of where the applications are hosted.

• Loan originations — evolution in underwriting time and credit 
assessment.

Underwriting decisions historically have taken days, if not weeks: Many 
mortgage loans remain on a 45-day full approval time line,11 with small 
business loans taking several business days and uncertified lenders taking 
up to 10 business days.12 Further, with the financial crisis causing an 
overall tightening of credit, decisions have become less transparent and 
predictable than those to which consumers were previously accustomed. 

As nontraditional nonbank entities like marketplace lenders continue to 
grow, demand for significantly faster and more transparent underwriting 
processes will increase. Cloud-driven data and processes can be a key 
impetus of this transition. In marketplace lending in particular, the 
private capital market appears to continue to believe in the viability of 
the industry, as evidenced by some of the deals in the third quarter of 
2016, such as LendUp’s $47 million capital infusion, Behalf’s $27 million 
C round, and Clara’s inflow of $27 million. SoFi intends to raise $500 
million, which would be a testament to the resiliency of the market and 
would be the largest FinTech increase so far for 2016.13, 14, 15, 16

As such, incumbents that aim to reduce origination times could utilize 
cloud processing as an easy plug-and-play solution that has been tested 
by emerging industries such as marketplace lending. To pursue new 
lending products or delivery channels, select banks have forged 
partnerships with marketplace lenders. For example, ING has joined with 
Kabbage, Regions Bank with Avant, and JPMorgan Chase with On Deck 
Capital. Industry conversations suggest most large U.S. banks are 
pursuing similar arrangements.

The benefit of leveraging public cloud environments in the lending life 
cycle includes a much broader channel for new customer acquisition. 
Select marketplace lenders see turndown rates of approximately 95 
percent due to the volume of incoming applications. This stands in 
contrast to the approximately 5 percent growth in unsecured lending at 
larger banks so far in 2016.17

Further, a more flexible credit evaluation process can be accommodated 
when moved to a scalable cloud environment. Select marketplace lenders 

Demand for 
significantly 
faster and more 
transparent 
underwriting 
processes will 
increase.
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Consumers 
have come to 
expect instant 
gratification in 
their payment 
solutions.

conduct multiple credit assessments including a traditional “bank-
prescribed” model to appease regulators such as the FDIC and 
simultaneously conduct a secondary assessment utilizing nontraditional 
data inputs. Some models leverage the computing power of the cloud 
environment and can return rates and terms in as little as 20 seconds. 
Traditional systems may be limited when conducting similar assessments 
given the large number of iterations performed. 

• Payments — disruption continues. 

Although ranked second to consumer banking for potential disruption  
by FinTech in a March 2016 research report from PwC,18 the payment 
function has already witnessed a high degree of disruption by new 
market entrants. Newer players in the space have been able to 
significantly compete for market share by running leaner, more flexible 
models with cheaper cost to the end-user than traditional incumbents. 

Given the pure commodity-exchange nature of payment processing, as 
opposed to more relationship-based banking models, startups in this area 
have thus far proven successful in reducing a historical reliance on more 
isolated payment systems. Instead, they have provided a more consumer-
centric, socialized model, such as Klarna, PayPal (and subsidiary Venmo), 
and Square Cash, which have readily been adopted by the market. 

Legacy systems that include back-office mainframes were built to process 
transactions overnight in batches, with ensuing multiday delays. 
Following a payment, a customer may see dissimilar account information 
displayed by the bank, at an ATM, and through online and mobile 
interfaces, which creates a frustrating customer experience. A cloud-
based solution solves this problem by referencing a single truth of 
customer information instead of disparate resources that often do not 
communicate in real time.

Mobile- and computer-based platforms, such as the aforementioned, have 
already demonstrated that consumers and small businesses are highly 
receptive to this change. Furthermore, antiquated models through which 
banks delay processing in order to capture spread are being challenged as 
consumers have come to expect instant gratification in their payment 
solutions. Incumbents seeking to compete with startups as consumer 
preferences continue to change will need to adopt similar systems. 

Cloud adoption also looks to reshape IT expenditure 
allocation

There is a tremendous cost in losing market share to emerging technologies. 
In the face of an uninspiring revenue environment and margin compression, 
banks have been compelled to lower costs significantly to increase profitability. 
We estimate that banks need to lower expenses by 6 percent to generate each 
incremental 1 percent increase in return on equity, all else being equal. 
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Since 2010, banks with total assets of more than $50 billion have reduced 
total annual expenses by 18 percent at the median.19 Thematically, banks 
have forged similar paths to reduce expenses, including employee head 
count reductions, the consolidation of physical branches and data centers, 
and a benefit from massively lower legal expenses at the biggest banks. 

In some instances, such as Zions Bancorporation, the company undertook a 
massive consolidation effort; in others, such as Bank of America, the 
settlement of major outstanding litigation was the primary factor in driving 
down total costs 45 percent from 2010 to 2015.20

Following years of head count reduction, an argument can be made 
that per capita productivity is peaking. As Exhibit 3 (next page) shows, 
revenue per employee has increased from $210,186 in 2000 to $330,075 in 
2015 for the 21 banks currently above the $50 billion asset threshold, and  
is at peak levels. This is a big reason incumbents now need to pursue a 
fundamental shift in core business models to drive higher returns. 
Additional head count reductions could actually negatively impact revenue 
growth due to underinvestment. 

Incumbents should consider other means to reduce costs to unlock capital 
for growth-oriented reinvestment, and adoption of public cloud 
infrastructure — even in a phased approach — is a primary means to 
achieve this. We actually believe attitudes will shift to the point that the 
migration to public cloud environments will be a career decision for those in 
C-level and strategy positions and the failure to recognize the change could 
have negative consequences.

The industry has essentially completed eight years of cost reduction since 
the financial crisis and still faces challenges of modest loan growth and a 
low-rate environment. The next decisions will arguably be the difficult 
strategic ones that, while more operationally disruptive, are for the benefit 
of the incumbent over the long run. 

According to an article published in the March 2012 issue of MIS Quarterly,  
“[W]e find that IT investments have a greater impact on firm profitability 
through revenue growth than through cost reduction, thus complementing 
related studies that identify mechanisms for IT-enabled value creation.”21  
As regulatory and security questions are continually being addressed — and 
regulators now acknowledge the cost efficiencies that may exist with a public 
cloud infrastructure22 — a shift to the cloud for core processes is a logical pursuit. 

Utilizing industry figures coupled with internal analysis, we estimate  
that U.S. banks with assets of more than $1 billion spent $73 billion  
on IT systems, as seen in Exhibit 4. According to estimates provided by 
discussions, 80 percent of this figure was allocated to maintenance, 
although some studies have indicated that the cost of legacy systems could 
be as high as 90 percent.23 A value proposition of public cloud infrastructure 
incorporates a shift in reinvestment toward innovation. The sheer reduction 
in costs for core system maintenance will unlock funds to innovate.

Migration to 
the public cloud 
will be a career 
decision for 
those in C-level 
and strategy 
positions.
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Note: Includes all banks 
with more than $50 billion 
in assets.

Source: DeNovo; SNL 
Financial

Exhibit 3
Per capita productivity is peaking; banks are at risk of underinvestment
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This cost relief also provides optionality, as increased innovation could 
foster growth in earnings potential but could also result in a lower IT spend 
ratio. A migration to the cloud potentially allows $58 billion of spend to 
become a more flexible expenditure. 

Assuming varying levels of savings potential in overall IT spending, banks 
with more than $1 billion in assets could improve returns on tangible 
common equity by 20 to 40 basis points, assuming a 5 to 10 percent 
reduction in IT spending. This is likely more conservative than it appears,  
as cloud-based systems require significantly fewer employees to maintain, 
allowing for reductions in compensation spending as well.

Banks have been hesitant to migrate proprietary applications and customer 
data to public cloud environments for fear of data breaches and what these 
could entail from a regulatory standpoint. However, most banks are now 
experimenting with various hybrid cloud models in an effort to serve their 
customer base with enhanced agility. 

Source: SNL Financial

Exhibit 4
Maintenance and support can account for some 80 percent of tech spend
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FinTech companies may be the first to market in many instances and are 
definitely providing viable models for competition over market share; yet 
incumbents still have ample room to rediscover their economies of scale. 
Public cloud–based solutions offer banks opportunities to cut costs, 
reallocate spend toward innovation, forge partnerships with cloud-based 
providers, increase system efficiencies, and position themselves to address 
the unforeseeable future, such as new competing innovations and an ever-
changing regulatory landscape.

Source: DeNovo; SNL 
Financial

Exhibit 5
Implied ROE improvement per reduction in IT spend
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A look ahead:  

Autonomous vehicles  
will reshape the traditional 
insurance market
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Autonomous vehicles are a rare industry-wide shift that will 
reshape business models and markets for automakers and 
related industries. Auto insurance premiums inevitably will 

decline as losses are reduced by the safety improvement from these 
technologies. And the market itself — both auto manufacturers and 
insurers — will see structural changes as premiums shift to manufacturers 
(from insurers) and insurance will be sold in captive-like solutions with the 
vehicle itself. 

To manage this change, incumbent insurers should pursue the creation of 
revenue streams outside of traditional consumer auto premiums, including 
expansion into commercial liability and cybersecurity coverage, or consider 
partnerships with manufacturers and ride-sharing services. According to a 
recent poll, more than 80 percent24 of ride-share drivers do not have a 
ride-share-specific insurance policy and are at risk of noncompliance with 
state law, meaning that they could lose coverage and bear full financial 
responsibility in the event of an accident.

Recent developments in autonomous driving technologies have been 
significant. Vehicle use has advanced from low-speed and test environments 
to limited public road and highway use. Although significant hurdles remain 
prior to widespread adoption — namely, safety and production 
capabilities — telling signs of industry change are evident and provide 
highly credible leading indicators. Incumbents should take notice. 

Clear indicators of pending industry change

The auto industry faces several factors that suggest structural change. 
New nontraditional competition, advances in component technology, and 
regulatory change are individually, and hence collectively, impacting the 
industry. 

According to John Sviokla’s well-regarded strategy+business article 
“How Old Industries Become Young Again,” industry disruption is more 
often a result of several interacting factors, such as those below, than of 
sudden change from a singular source. 

• Change in production technology. Automated driving system 
technology is currently at varying stages of development. Inclusion of 
this software in mainstream vehicles is a clear change in the way 
incumbent manufacturers develop and produce their core product. The 
industry is still a long way from advancing to full automation, but small 
advancements — combined with other factors listed here — are 
indicative of broader industry change.

• Nontraditional competition. Market share in the auto industry is 
concentrated in the top five manufacturers, comprising 69 percent of the 
market.25 Now nontraditional competitors are entering the market; new 

Telling signs of 
industry change 
are evident and 
provide highly 
credible leading 
indicators.

http://www.strategy-business.com/article/00270?gko=42973
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entrants include Tesla, which began sales in June 2012, and lateral 
competitors such as Apple and Google. According to Sviokla, lateral 
competition, even if in an extremely early stage, is an indicator of 
pending and broader market change.

• Regulatory change. In the U.S., the Department of Transportation 
recently disclosed its vision to bring a completely autonomous vehicle to 
market, and the European Union is expected to update its autonomous 
vehicle guidance in 2016 and has acknowledged that amendments are 
needed to existing regulation.26 Because regulation is often reactive, the 
fact that these organizations are on board points to pending change.

Though change might not be immediate, dependent industries, including 
insurance, will be required to adjust. Global auto insurance is a US$700 
billion market27 in which long-standing risk assumptions — including 
accidents per vehicle mile traveled and human versus mechanical error —  
as well as age, vehicle model, and geographic actuarial assumptions will 
need to evolve. 

Premiums 
will shift to 

manufacturers,
and insurance

will be sold with 
the vehicleLong-

standing risk
assumptions

will need
to evolve 94%

of accidents
are caused  by

driver error
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Evolution of the industry will be slow but not surprising 

Estimates from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety suggest that 
vehicle safety features take approximately 30 years for mass-market (95 
percent) adoption.28 These features typically begin in luxury vehicles and 
expand across the entire fleet as technology becomes more cost-effective and 
accepted by the widespread population. Take frontal air bags, for example. 
They were first introduced in 1984, received initial U.S. federal mandate in 
1989, and have been mandatory on all passenger vehicles since 1998. Yet it is 
only now, in 2016, that 95 percent of the national fleet has air bags.29

However, dependent industries such as insurance cannot afford to wait for 
mass adoption before acting because the effect of new technologies is felt 
well ahead of that. In the case of air bags, for example, auto premium 
reductions of 25 to 40 percent for driver-side and full front-seat air bags 
were phased in well before full market adoption. 

The overall safety improvements ushered in by full automation will also alter 
assumptions in risk models. For example, the addition of driver-side air bags 
has saved roughly 2,500 lives per year in the U.S. alone, according to the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), and this has directly 
influenced actuarial assumptions.30 The auto industry faces a transformational 
period as the method used to price risk — actuarial inputs — changes. Data 
such as speed, distance between vehicles, response to weather conditions, 
brake pressure, and driver distractions such as radio will all be a factor in risk 
models, and this data will more likely be held by the manufacturer.

Dependent industries need to be aware that additional factors such as 
favorable regulatory governance and the pace at which the new technologies 
are incorporated into non-luxury vehicles could accelerate the proliferation 
of autonomous cars, making preparedness essential.

In the U.S., the Department of Transportation (DOT) has made it clear 
that it will foster innovation in autonomous vehicle technology. In 
September 2016, the DOT, inclusive of the NHTSA, released its Federal 
Automated Vehicles Policy, which outlines a vision to bring completely 
autonomous vehicles to reality.31 

Notable in the policy is a lack of specific regulation that is common for safety 
technology. Instead, guidance for safety measures and how autonomous 
vehicles can conform to local and federal traffic rules is outlined. The 
distinction between recommendations and specific standards is intended to 
avoid the lengthy process that historically has occurred with the 
development and adoption of technology in the auto industry. 

The policy specifically delineates between SAE International’s Levels 0 
through 2, where full human attention is required and operators need to 
comply with current state motor vehicle regulations, and Levels 3 through 5, 
where vehicles would be able to perform the complete driving task without 
any human interaction. SAE is the international professional association of 
engineers and technical experts. 

Overall safety 
improvements 
will alter 
assumptions in 
risk models.
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Source: SAE International 
Limited

Exhibit 6
SAE International’s levels of driving automation for on-road vehicles

SAE 
level Name Narrative definition

Execution of 
steering and 
acceleration/
deceleration

Monitoring  
of driving  
environment

Fallback 
performance 
of dynamic 
driving task

“System  
capability  
(driving 
modes)”

Human driver monitors the driving environment

0 No 
automation

“The full-time performance by the human 
driver of all aspects of the dynamic driving 
task, even when enhanced by warning or 
intervention systems”

Human driver Human driver Human driver N/A

1 Driver 
assistance

The driving mode–specific execution 
by a driver assistance system of either 
steering or acceleration/deceleration using 
information about the driving environment 
and with the expectation that the human 
driver will perform all remaining aspects of 
the dynamic driving task

Human driver  
and the system

Human driver Human driver Some driving 
modes

2 Partial 
automation

The driving mode–specific execution by 
one or more driver assistance systems of 
both steering and acceleration/deceleration 
using information about the driving 
environment and with the expectation that 
the human driver will perform all remaining 
aspects of the dynamic driving task

System Human driver Human driver Some driving 
modes

 
Automated driving system (“system”) monitors the driving environment

3 Conditional 
automation

The driving mode–specific performance 
by an automated driving system of all 
aspects of the dynamic driving task with 
the expectation that the human driver 
will respond appropriately to a request to 
intervene

System System Human driver Some driving 
modes

4 High 
automation

The driving mode–specific performance 
by an automated driving system of all 
aspects of the dynamic driving task, 
even if a human driver does not respond 
appropriately to a request to intervene

System System System Some driving 
modes

5 Full 
automation

The full-time performance by an automated 
driving system of all aspects of the 
dynamic driving task under all roadway 
and environmental conditions that can be 
managed by a human driver

System System System All driving 
modes
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The NHTSA is focused on safety, but it has additional mandates to bring 
transportation to millions of Americans who are currently disabled or to 
where vehicle ownership is prohibitively expensive. This introduces a social 
element that earlier safety technologies did not address and could also 
influence the pace of adoption.

Timing of expansion beyond “luxury” is a wild card. Thirty companies 
are working on the development of autonomous vehicles. Current mass-
produced models that incorporate autonomous technologies are largely 
luxury models (based on manufacturer’s suggested retail price), and 
widespread adoption will be affected by the pace at which the technology is 
introduced to mass-market models. 

Price also may affect how quickly the self-driving car market develops. 
According to a 2014 IHS Markit report, the incremental cost to the consumer 
of autonomous driving technology will be $7,000 to $10,000 per vehicle in 
2025,32 and autonomous vehicles will command a luxury premium for the 
foreseeable future. 

However, recent developments at mainstream manufacturers provide 
additional promise for accelerated adoption. GM may prove to be the front-
runner in this category, as it began to test its autonomous Chevy Bolt in 
August 2016.33 Ford recently stated its intention to deliver fully autonomous 
vehicles in high volume by 2021,34 and Toyota has invested $1 billion in a 
new research institute to develop a self-driving concept car with hybrid 
highway capabilities, potentially by 2020.35

A $700 billion opportunity constructed on  
shifting fundamentals

Auto insurance is a $700 billion global market, of which $208 billion 
represents the U.S. segment, and it is the largest component of aggregate 
property and casualty insurance at 42 percent, according to Swiss Re.36 
What happens in the autonomous car arena, therefore, is important. 

In addition to the downward pressure on premium revenue resulting from 
enhanced safety technology, changes regarding underwriting and risk 
retention and the underlying components of policies themselves will amount 
to fundamental shifts that insurers need to consider now.

Pressure on premiums exists almost solely from the expected safety 
improvements. Autonomous technology adoption can be expected to 
reduce the rate of accidents, as the data from Google’s autonomous vehicle 
indicates. The first accident initiated by a Google autonomous vehicle 
occurred after 1.45 million vehicle miles traveled (VMT),37 which is 
approximately 0.7 accidents per million VMT, significantly lower than  
the U.S. average of about 2.0 per million VMT. And with human error 
responsible for 94 percent38 of all accidents in the U.S., an improved  
accident rate should directly pressure premium revenue for insurers. 

Thirty 
companies  
are developing 
autonomous 
vehicles.
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Source: Company 
documents

Exhibit 7
Projected time line and status for select autonomous vehicle initiatives

Company Projected time line Progress

Apple 2021 (speculated) Undisclosed

Audi 2018: Level 3, conditional 
automation

Level 2 vehicles on the road; “piloted driving” technology in 2018  
European A8s

BMW 2021: Level 5, full automation Partnerships with Intel and Mobileye to develop vehicles at Levels 3 
through 5

Ford 2021: Fully autonomous ride 
sharing

Testing in Arizona, California, and Michigan

General Motors 2020 Testing in Arizona and California with Lyft

Google 2021: Level 5, full automation 
(speculated)

Testing in Arizona, California, Texas, and Washington; more than 2 million 
miles logged

Honda Controlled testing in California Undisclosed

Hyundai 2020: Level 4, high automation 
2030: Level 5, full automation

Early stages; partnership with Cisco

Jaguar Land Rover Undisclosed Rolling out 100 test vehicles over the next four years

Lyft 2021: Majority of cars will be 
autonomous

Partnership with GM; testing in Arizona and California

Mercedes Undisclosed 2017 E-Class models have semiautonomous features

Nissan 2020: Significant autonomous 
functionality

Expect partially autonomous cars in 2017

nuTonomoy 2018 in Singapore, 2020 globally Testing in Singapore

Tesla 2018 All Tesla vehicles have the technology needed for full self-driving capability 
at a safety level substantially greater than that of a human driver

Toyota Undisclosed $1 billion research institute in California, Massachusetts, and Michigan

Uber 2030: Uber fleet fully 
autonomous

Testing in Pittsburgh

Volkswagen Undisclosed Launched CyMotive; currently testing in partnership with Stanford 

Volvo 2021 2017 XC90 SUVs will have autonomous features
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The most impactful and likely reality for auto insurers is a shift in 
premiums to the auto manufacturers. This arguably is a greater risk than 
a likely slow erosion in overall premium revenue. This change should occur 
well before the majority of vehicles are operating at SAE Level 5 full 
autonomy, which suggests that insurers should already be considering a 
response. 

Insurers’ business models are dependent on the data they hold to price risk 
effectively. However, the inclusion of additional software and sensor 
technology in the self-driving vehicle will create a new source of data that 
will be independently owned by the auto manufacturers. As the auto 
industry increasingly collects proprietary data from a widespread fleet of 
connected vehicles, manufacturers will be the ones in a better position to 
understand and price risk. 

It is increasingly likely that the insurance process may be brought into a 
captive-like solution at the manufacturer. Not only will this allow the auto 
industry to generate a new revenue stream, but also the manufacturers may 
find a degree of balance sheet flexibility given the available capital inflow 
from float.
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Pursuing new streams of revenue would not be an industry first for  
the auto industry. General Motors Acceptance Corporation, now known as  
Ally Financial Inc., was originally founded in 1919 to give GM’s dealers access to 
financing.39 Over the years, manufacturers have brought financing to their 
customers through in-dealer sales, and they have gained revenue by expanding 
parts, service, and loaner car use after accidents or during service. The 
expansion into insurance would require the purchase of an insurer to obtain 
necessary licenses or the pursuit of these licenses with regulators in target states, 
but this is not insurmountable. 

InsureMyTesla provides a more recent case study for market reality. 
Tesla has introduced InsureMyTesla, a service in Hong Kong and Australia 
that works with AXA General Insurance and QBE Insurance, respectively, to 
offer tailored insurance policies directly.40 

There are nuances to these arrangements, as Tesla will not conduct the 
underwriting or retain the risk, but the automaker will begin to understand 
the claims and customer service aspect of the insurance process, which will 
allow it to have more control over the total cost of ownership of the vehicle. 

The industry can look at this example as an interim step to develop new 
revenue streams and to simplify customer experience. It will allow the 
manufacturers to begin to learn the process and not risk alienating 
customers by attempting to control the entire insurance stack at once.

Underlying components of auto policies will also see change. As 
mentioned, autonomous vehicles currently certified for road use mainly fall 
at Levels 1 and 2 of automation. But even with vehicles at these still early 
stages of automation, the complexity of understanding the true risk, and 
hence cost, is an increasing challenge.

This can be due to software restrictions that can limit underlying part 
performance. For example, Tesla Models S 60 and 75 include the same 75 
kilowatt hours (kWh) physical battery; however, software restricts the 
battery’s output to 60 kWh in the Model S 60. In the event the battery of a 
Model S 60 were to be damaged, an insurance policy would likely cover only 
the replacement value of a 60 kWh battery, not the more expensive, factory-
supplied 75 kWh battery included in the vehicle. To put this in context, Tesla 
will “unlock” the full 75 kWh battery capacity for about $9,000.41 

More broadly, this will also affect the replacement cost of tangible versus 
intangible assets. An increasing portion of a vehicle’s function will be 
controlled by software rather than physical parts and humans. 

Insurers and manufacturers will likely differ on how they value the 
replacement cost attributable to software. Software has high development 
costs, but extremely low to negligible distribution costs. This provides 
manufacturers with not only an inherent advantage in valuing the 
replacement cost, but also a more compelling rationale to enter the 
insurance market outright: The lower replacement/distribution costs  
(i.e., software updates) provide a higher-margin insurance opportunity.

Insurers and 
manufacturers 
will likely differ 
on how they 
value the
replacement cost 
attributable to 
software.
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Hope is not lost for the traditional market

Determining fault in early cases will lead to better understanding for 
insurance policies and will affect manufacturers’ approaches. Even if 
statistics demonstrate that autonomous driving is safer, it is not clear where 
the industry, or regulators, will look to assign fault. In a small sample of 
incidents involving autonomous vehicles, human error was to blame a vast 
majority of the time (similar to the average 94 percent human error rate for 
accidents in the U.S.).42 

However, the NHTSA’s evaluation of a June 2016 fatality involving an 
autonomous vehicle could assign fault to the driver, vehicle, or impacted 
third-party vehicle and will likely serve as a precedent example. The 
determination could have broad implications for the way in which 
autonomous vehicle manufacturers consider insurance and how personal 
auto policies explicitly exclude certain autonomous driving activities and 
may require an additional rider or add-on provision to the policy.

Personal auto policies will also need to evolve to match selected 
features. Typical policies do not specify exactly which features the insured 
chooses to purchase or use while driving. As such, it is possible that insurers 
will be unaware of the various autonomous driving features on individual 
models, or how they can be activated. 

With the decline, or shift, in traditional premiums, the auto insurance 
industry should explore a multitiered product. One product area would 
encompass the commercial liability with explicit language around 
cybersecurity protection, and a secondary area would surround the personal 
auto insurance product. 

Tesla, a self-defined leader in the space, explicitly discusses the additional 
risk related to misuse or failure of its autonomous technology, yet the 
company self-insures against this risk — fully exposing itself to product 
liability.43 Insurers should begin to properly assess the commercial side of 
these risks, as the industry may naturally evolve or a court decision may lead 
to speedy regulation requiring certain commercial liability protection for 
consumers. If insurers take a wait-and-see approach, they will likely lose 
significant potential market share as first movers have better understanding 
of the risks.

Cyber risk, which is estimated to cause $445 billion in annual losses  
across all industries globally, will also increase in scope and magnitude  
for auto manufacturers. Production of connected cars is forecast to be  
12.4 million vehicles in 2016, with expected annual growth of 49 percent 
through 2020, according to Gartner.44 And a March 2016 joint public service 
announcement45 by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the DOT, and the 
NHTSA says these vehicles are increasingly at risk for unauthorized remote 
access for the purpose of attaining driver data or manipulating vehicle 
functionality.

As traditional 
premiums 
decline, insurers 
should explore 
multitiered 
products.
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Perhaps offering a precursory look, a 2014 study demonstrated the number 
of vulnerabilities and known exploits in networked traffic signals and the 
ease with which the author’s group took control of close to 100 signals.46 
Separately, in 2015, Chrysler instituted a voluntary recall for 1.4 million 
vehicles related to a software flaw that could allow the vehicles to be 
remotely accessed.47 And in September 2016, Tesla updated its software in 
response to a breach that permitted remote access and control of functions 
including turn signals and the braking system.48

The leading indicators increasingly suggest that the auto industry will see 
significant change over the next 30 years. The overall level of technology  
in individual vehicles will increase, with a shift in focus toward autonomy. 
With this change, business models will also need to adjust and highly 
dependent industries, such as insurance, will transform. 

Early movers in the insurance field should anticipate the pending pressure 
on traditional auto premium revenue and identify the next opportunity  
(i.e., cyber) where risk is not yet well understood, and where new forms of 
insurance will be in demand.
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Horizontal look:  

The evolution of demand  
for digital ID solutions
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Financial institutions should look to decouple costly, but 
commodity-like, compliance functions from their internal 
operations, which could bring an overhaul to digital identity 

approaches. The average cost to comply with know your customer (KYC) 
and customer due diligence rules ranges from US$60 million to $500 million 
per financial institution,49 yet the operational functions behind these 
requirements are identical at each firm. New approaches to digital identity 
could untether these costly and duplicative functions from each individual 
bank to a quasi “industry shared service,” which would result in significant 
cost reductions and improvements in the customer experience. 

The confluence of emerging distributed-ledger approaches, which enable a 
consortium to jointly bear these costs; the adoption of open application 
program interfaces (APIs) to allow third parties to access data; and evolving 
demand for individuals to control their personal identity holds the potential 
to reshape the fundamental tenets of digital identification. 

Distributed ledgers address key considerations for the 
evolution of the digital industry 

As industry views continue to shift toward adoption of new data ownership 
structures, financial services firms should consider an infrastructure that 
can reduce operational costs and support changing identity management 
requirements. 

Distributed-ledger technology has the potential to (1) reduce the time 
required for onerous on-boarding processes, (2) minimize costs by 
transitioning banks to shared resources for redundant operations, (3) 
support the likely shift from institutional to individual ownership of 
personal data, and (4) provide additional protection from security breaches. 
Addressing these aspects will help banks improve profitability, enhance 
customer loyalty, and lay the groundwork for product innovation to enhance 
revenue growth.

1. A reduction in the frequency and time needed for on-boarding. Due 
to the complexity of KYC processes, the on-boarding of new customers, 
with an average duration of 24 days (up 22 percent from a year ago),50 is 
overly onerous. Currently, each bank performs KYC and other compliance 
functions internally, which is extremely redundant given the roughly 
6,000 banks in the United States. 

Recent initiatives raise the possibility that portions or all of these 
functions could be performed just once across a shared consortium. A 
decentralized distributed-ledger or blockchain-based approach is central 
to this premise and could reduce on-boarding times substantially by 
removing steps that involve both internal data querying to disparate 
systems and third-party requests. 
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Beyond a decentralized repository of personal data, a distributed ledger 
can also be used as a reference for digital signatures, so new clients can 
sign for the validity of their information once.51 With this approach, not 
only are duplicative steps such as repeated consumer signatures 
minimized, but financial institutions could also more easily store and 
query documents for future use. 

Reducing on-boarding time is a clear objective given people’s shorter 
attention spans in general, and evidence suggests that such expectations 
are affecting consumer decisions to do business with banks. In a recent 
U.K. study, 40 percent of participants were found to have abandoned 
applications for banking services as a result of the on-boarding process.52

2. Technology as a means to lower operational costs. Compliance costs 
related to KYC and anti–money laundering procedures continue to rise 
due to evolving regulations and inefficient back-end processes.53 

Financial institutions typically maintain a complex network of systems 
and staff to collect, track, and store KYC data for compliance checks. 
Blockchain-based KYC processes can reduce the costs of this process in 
several ways. First, blockchain can facilitate the transition to a shared 
platform, allowing banks to share the cost of redundant compliance 
tasks. Second, the manual task of requesting documentation and then 
verifying the validity can be replaced by an automated, tokenized 
certification process in which clients prepare their information once and 
grant access as needed. 

Resources dedicated to recurring updates for changes to information can 
also be replaced through time-stamped updates, a form of validation, on 
a public blockchain.54 Finally, a distributed identity platform can replace 
costs associated with the role of a third-party registry authority or 
clearinghouse.

3. A shift from organizational to individual ownership of data. 
Distributed-ledger approaches can address the limitations of existing 
certificate or identification solutions with a new ability to manage 
multiple personas. This involves the individual’s control of his or her 
identity, with the ability to create and modify the data and then 
selectively disclose information when needed for different purposes. This 
is a massive shift from today’s accepted approach in which the institution 
owns/maintains the consumer’s identity. 

With this new approach, consumers can separate sections of their 
personal data and disclose specific information for specific needs, such as 
providing only the data relevant to opening a new financial account or to 
complete a transaction. 

Self-sovereign control of identity is a cultural change for the consumer 
and organizations, which will need to cooperate and share data in order 
to prove the benefits to consumers. Individuals can then use it in other 

Blockchain-
based processes 
can reduce the 
costs of KYC 
compliance.
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facets of their lives as a permissioned identity platform that can generate 
proprietary metrics and different personas for different applications, such 
as those for finance, health, and social media. 

4. A decentralized approach to costly security breaches. Decentralized IT 
architectures, such as blockchain, are more difficult to breach than single-
point-of-failure systems. The rise in magnitude of both private- and public-
sector breaches, such as that in May 2016 at several member banks of the 
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, is a reason 
to pursue a new digital ID approach. And with the average cost of each 
stolen record at U.S. banks estimated at $221,55 the total potential liability 
of security breaches at these banks is $150 billion. 

An underlying benefit of blockchain is that the data is immutable, 
meaning once data is written to the blockchain, the historical entry 
cannot be changed — all modifications are retained in perpetuity as a 
quasi-audit trail. The logic and technical aspects of the blockchain are 

Source: DeNovo

Exhibit 8
A blockchain approach promises additional security benefits

Offers a path to transfer data ownership rights 
to individuals

Standardizes data collection to facilitate more 
ef�cient data acquisition and sharing

Protects data through immutable record

Data protection through tokenization

Real-time processing capability

Multi-sign authorization (customer and bank) capability

Removes need to trust a third-party central utility

Central data utility Distributed ledger
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based on a communal participation, and the explicit ordering of “blocks,” 
or reference to previous blocks, maintains data consistency. This provides 
benefits for the validity and audit trail of the data and can protect the 
identity of the parties involved. Select companies, including Blockstack, 
Blockstream, Civic, ConsenSys, Evernym, and ShoCard, are exploring 
privacy-centric blockchain solutions to this critical issue. 

A distributed-ledger solution could also address potential threats of a 
security breach by removing the barrier of trust that both incumbents 
and individuals must overcome with the use of a third-party central 
utility, such as the government-backed national ID registries developed  
in Belgium, Canada, France, India, Singapore, and South Korea.56  
A blockchain-based approach promises several advantages over the 
traditional central utility model.

Despite the promise of new identity solutions, there are hurdles to 
adoption. Among the challenges that distributed-ledger solutions will face 
are (1) the current inability of competing organizations to share information 
effectively, (2) a lack of verifiable proof that a blockchain-based approach  
is a clear upgrade from existing digital certificate and public key 
infrastructure systems, and (3) development of consumer buy-in, which 
requires understanding of the value of self-sovereignty and trust in the 
protection of sensitive data by a decentralized approach. 

Standards need further development but will advance areas such as 
interoperability, security, and even government support. Compelling use 
cases that can promote decentralization of the governance of data are 
critical to validate a blockchain-based approach. Given that identity has 
broader implications beyond any given sector, including social and political 
matters, blockchain’s role as an identity framework will likely continue to 
see significant support.

Open API is a key technology catalyst for innovation  
in digital identity 

As digital identity evolves within financial services, incumbents need to 
consider the breadth of open API use cases to respond to changing customer 
expectations of service, the design of shared processes, and the 
establishment of cross-industry collaborations. There is a wide scope in 
which APIs are currently being deployed within financial services — for 
example, on the DeNovo platform (see Exhibit 9) we have identified APIs as a 
driver of innovation in 28 FinTech industries. 

Customer expectations are changing as a result of the impact that open 
API technology has had on other industries. In a generational shift in 
expectations that require greater accessibility of data, consumers 
increasingly will expect from financial services personalized on-demand 
services that already can be found in most other business-to-consumer 
industries. 

Consumers 
will demand 
personalized, 
on-demand 
financial 
services made 
possible by APIs.
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Many examples of the implementation of open APIs are widely recognized, 
but it remains important for incumbents to appreciate the impact this will 
have on expectations for on-demand services. Current services such as 
omnichannel access to content, on-demand ride sharing, and same-day 
delivery of retail purchases also elevate service standards, and this will 
influence consumer expectations for financial services.

In this context, the 24-day average lag that customers experience in the 
financial services on-boarding process must improve if financial institutions 
are to close the gap between evolving consumer expectations and enterprise 
capabilities. 

Open APIs among banks make it easier for peers to collaborate in 
building better user experiences and spreading out costs. We have seen 
cross-industry collaborations that enable customers of a bank to sign into 
partner applications with bank log-in credentials using a federated 
identification. A federated identity approach allows two or more security 
realms to access a single instance of a user’s credentials. User credentials are 

Source: DeNovo

Exhibit 9
APIs support 28 FinTech industries within DeNovo
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typically stored with a primary organization, and additional applications 
can then connect to this source to validate the identity.

The Digital ID & Authentication Council of Canada applied a decentralized 
personal data storage framework by introducing a federated authentication 
model, which provides a single digital identification standard for use by 
healthcare providers, financial institutions, credit bureaus, and other 
entities. 

Canadian citizens can use this system to access government services, apply 
for a new bank service, or access their medical records.57 The program itself 
highlights the need for a coordinated approach to educate consumers, set a 
common standard for acceptance, and deliver greater control over personal 
data for consumers. 

Open API can facilitate partnerships with cross-industry peers that are 
actively investing in digital identity initiatives. As the evolution of digital 
identity affects a wider spectrum of industries, it will become increasingly 
important for financial institutions to connect with cross-industry peers. 
Financial institutions, telecommunications companies, and financial 
information services are all investigating ways in which partnerships or 
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individual efforts can enhance the value of existing data assets. Overlap is 
likely as participants in several industries find ways to identify and capture 
commercial value in digital identity initiatives. 

Further, incumbents should consider how strategic initiatives involving 
partnerships may influence decisions about which blockchain infrastructure 
best supports their objectives. For instance, a financial institution with plans 
to pursue the underbanked demographic should consider ways that 
blockchain can help support data sharing and customer outreach with 
mobile money networks owned by telecommunications firms. 

An incumbent with large federal contracts, on the other hand, may benefit 
instead from building systems that support federated ID capabilities, 
allowing clients to access government services through bank credentials.

Evidence of demand for ownership and permissions of data,  
a critical component for adoption, is still evolving

A global reconfiguration of personal data management requires a 
market-led movement with tangible bottom-line incentives. Digital 
identification should evolve in ways that have clear cost-based benefits for 
institutions and perceived value for consumers, including individual 
permission controls, more efficient on-boarding experiences, improvements 
in safeguarding data, and consolidated access management protocols for a 
larger set of services.

The launch of alternative digital ID solutions raises questions regarding the 
existing consumer appetite for data ownership. Evidence from the ease with 
which consumers volunteer their individual data suggests that although they 
may support the idea of controlling their own data in an academic sense, 
their perception of the actual value of this service remains unclear. For 
example, recent Gallup poll data offers evidence that solutions that transfer 
ownership of data to consumers may be aiming to solve a problem that 
doesn’t exist: 67 percent of millennials and 56 percent of other generations 
said they have “a lot of trust” in their primary bank to safeguard their 
personal data.58 

In spite of this, companies such as Australia-based Meeco believe that 
consumer sophistication and demand for data ownership is expanding at the 
same time that the quantity of personal data produced grows 
exponentially.59 Meeco’s platform accumulates everyday data and stores it on 
individual profiles so consumers can control access to their digital footprint 
and private information. 

Datacoup, a New York-based startup launched in 2014, built a platform that 
leverages federated ID log-ins to aggregate individual data from financial, 
social, and activity sites. The service then enables users to select what 
portions of the data can be anonymously sold, enabling them to earn money 
for use of their personal data. 

Gallup poll 
data shows 
the majority 
of consumers 
trust banks to 
safeguard data.
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Expected regulation is an additional catalyst for adoption 

Consumer expectations of product delivery will also be influenced by 
regulatory initiatives that are set to introduce flexibility in the way 
data is handled and shared. The European Commission’s revised Directive 
on Payment Services (PSD2) should generate demand for digital identity in 
several ways. The obligation of financial institutions to develop open APIs in 
order to share customer data should spur innovation in relation to customer 
experiences and raise industry standards for data access. 

For example, Germany-based Treefin leverages API-powered federated ID 
log-ins from insurance, bank, and investment accounts to organize and 
provide a holistic view of personal finances. PSD2 also requires banks to 
process transaction orders from third-party payment service providers on 
behalf of the account holder, further extending the consumer’s 
understanding of and expectations for access to account information. As 
demand grows for these services, financial institutions must adapt to PSD2’s 
rule on stricter customer authentication guidelines, which incumbents must 
balance with demand for quicker on-boarding and service experiences. 

The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation also has potential 
to set the tone for regulation-led industry changes around digital 
identification storage and access. The directive, which goes into effect in 
May 2018, repositions control of one’s digitized personal information as a 
basic right, with implications for businesses operating within the European 
Union and those doing business in the region. 

To comply, companies must delete personal data that consumers no longer 
want stored. In addition, individuals have a right to portability, meaning 
companies must transmit consumer data to each other upon the consumer’s 
request. Obtaining the rights to control personal data should have a material 
impact on consumer expectations of data management. 

The balancing act for financial institutions will be to navigate evolving 
consumer expectations of identity portability within the context of 
heightened data privacy regulations. A clearer and expanding market 
need for new digital ID solutions should provide the catalyst for industry 
standards, shared infrastructures, and better financial services for 
consumers.
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